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Rising costs, crippling debt and con-
stant pessimism about the job mar-
ket plague recent graduates. What are 
the advantages of college, again?
Unfortunately, the cost of college 
is not predicted to decrease anytime 
soon. A recent article published by 
The Economist stated that the cost 
to attend a four-year university per 
student has increased by almost  ve 
times the rate of in ation since 1983. 
At the same time, graduate salaries 
have remained  at for the last de-
cade, which begs the question: what 
are college students paying for, and 
is it worth it?
Before coming to Taylor, senior 
Jordan Arvin thought about going to 
auto mechanic school. “I realized I 
loved working with my hands much 
more than I liked being in the class-
room,” Arvin said. “I considered Ivy 
Tech, which would have been a much 
cheaper option, but my dad told me 
to stick it out for one year.”
And so he did. 
Many students look to vocational 
schools for education. The median 
salary in 2012 for an electrician with 
a two-year degree was approximate-
ly $49,000, according to a U.S. News 
report.The highest-paid were making 
close to $80,000. With much lower ed-
ucation costs, hands-on experience 
and a clearer job path, this option is 
di  cult to deny. 
A 2014 report published by the 
White House stated student debt has 
passed national credit card debt for 
the  rst time ever. The average stu-
dent leaves college with more than 
$26,000 in debt. These numbers 
might make some students consid-
er entering the job  eld directly after 
high school or taking an alternative 
route, such as vocational school.
In an e ort to make college more 
a ordable, President Barack Obama 
is working with the government to 
reduce debt. For the 2014–15 school 
year, he raised the maximum Pell 
Grant amount to $5,730—nearly a 
$1,000 increase since 2008. During 
his presidency, Obama also doubled 
the number of Pell Grants given.
Though Obama’s initiatives are 
a step in the right direction, many 
students still leave universities with 
debt and have di  culty  nding em-
ployment. In its recent report, the 
Economic Policy Institute (EPI) stat-
ed that the unemployment rate of 
workers under age 25 was 14.5 per-
cent, compared to the national rate 
of 6.7 percent. 
Some believe that encouraging more 
students to attend college will create 
an imbalance of too many graduates 
and too few jobs that require a degree. 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics predict 
that by 2022 there will be 50.6 million 
job openings, but only 27.1 percent will 
require college degrees. 
Economics professor Hadley 
Mitchell believes di erently. “There 
is always a need for well-educated 
persons,” Mitchell said. “In this case, 
supply creates its own demand. More 
educated persons can create their 
own jobs. There was no light bulb un-
til Thomas Edison. And once he creat-
ed this, a few others came along and 
created General Electric.”
Though loans can add up quickly, 
a college degree can take you farther 
than entering the workforce directly 
after high school. The pay gap between 
college graduates and those who 
didn’t graduate from college reached 
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The worthiness continues on page 2
After four years, students take a critical look at the value of their education.
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Was it all worth it?
Reclaiming God
Next week’s WOW focuses 
on  rst world missions
Lexie V. Owen
Sta  Writer
Next week’s World Opportunities 
Week (WOW) adjusts its program to 
focus on spiritual poverty in  rst-
world nations. 
“In past years, the focus has 
mainly been on second- and third-
world countries,” WOW Co-Direc-
tor and sophomore Erin Cooper 
said. “However, this week is cen-
tered around the ‘forgotten’ first-
world countries.”
Through the first-world focus, 
WOW will invite students to reex-
amine the way they view their own 
backyard. Cooper hopes that by the 
end of the week, students will be 
able to identify which traditions 
may now be empty and which have 
retained purpose.
“We really feel that those (  rst-
world) countries kind of started out 
to build the kingdom of God, but have 
really lost that through tradition and 
monotony,” WOW Co-Director and ju-
nior Abbie Brewer said.
Chapels will feature mission rep-
resentatives involved in various  rst 
world ministries. Scott Godswor-
thy, who is involved with a mission-
ary church in England, will speak 
on Monday. Wednesday’s chapel will 
feature two mission representatives 
from GO Corps and Foundations in 
Christ. Friday’s chapel will focus on 
church planting.
Next week will also include tra-
ditional WOW events in accordance 
with this year’s mission statement, 
which states, “We desire to see stu-
dents open their eyes to spiritual 
poverty and spark reclamation of a 
relationship with God.”
Here’s the week’s schedule:
Monday night will start off the 
week’s events with a worship night in 
Rediger chapel from 7–9 p.m. Tues-
day night will feature a job fair called 
“Co ee Break,” which will include 
Starbucks, games and opportuni-
ties to meet missions representa-
tives. This will take place in the Euler 
Science Complex from 7–9 p.m. 
Wednesday night will feature the 
traditional pancake night in various 
residence halls on campus. Finally, 
Thursday night will include a con-
cert called “Beats and Sweets” fea-
turing the Taylor group Sun and Heir, 
along with other local musicians, in 
the Union from 8–10 p.m. The event 
is being catered by Dan’s Variety 
Bakery, known to most students as 
“Dirty Dan’s” doughnut shop.
“The evening events provide a less 
intimidating environment where the 
mission representatives are more ap-
proachable,” Cooper said. “We want 
students to take the opportunity to 
not only enjoy the events, but to talk 
with the mission representatives and 
engage in their ministries.”
These events provide an opportuni-
ty for WOW to raise funds in support 
of The Boaz Project, an organization 
that focuses on global orphan care. All 
WOW fundraising is going towards its 
mission of building an alternative ref-
uge for orphans in Vladimir, Russia. 
WOW coordinators anticipate next 
week’s focus will help students con-
sider their role in mission and how 
this calling relates to their individual 
majors and vocational plans.
“We hope that this week gives stu-
dents an opportunity to learn of dif-
ferent speci c places they can serve,” 
Cooper said. “We know that not ev-
eryone is called to be full-time mis-
sionaries, but God calls us all to a life 
of missions no matter where we may 
be. Our desire is that this week begins 
to instill a heart of missions in the stu-
dents for the rest of their lives.” 
For more information about next 
week’s WOW, visit the World Opportu-
nities Week Facebook page or follow 
them on Twitter (@TU_WOW) and 
Instagram (@TaylorU_WOW).
Opening eyes to spiritual poverty.
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“Beats and Sweets” 
Concert
STUDENT UNION
a record high last year. Based off statis-
tics from the EPI reported by the New 
York Times, Americans with bache-
lor’s degrees made 98 percent more an 
hour on average in 2013 than people 
without a degree. The average salary 
for a person with a bachelor’s degree 
is approximately $32.60 an hour, com-
pared to $16.50 for a person with just a 
high school diploma. 
Taylor alumna Kari Travis (’14) had 
a similar experience. Before coming to 
Taylor, she took two years off between 
high school and college in an effort to 
earn some money and make an edu-
cated decision about her future. “In the 
end, I am very glad I ended up going 
to Taylor,” Travis said. “Once I got out-
side of college, I started to realize how 
many opportunities I had, and how ev-
ery decision I made or learned to make 
in college shaped who I am.”
The price tag of an education can 
cloud a person’s judgment of the oth-
er benefits college offers. Economics 
aside, college is more than a degree—
it’s an experience.
“Though Ivy Tech would have been 
a cheaper option for me, I realized I 
would just go to class and that would 
be it,” Arvin said. In his time at Taylor, 
he realized there is more to college 
than the classroom. 
As an educator, Mitchell seeks 
bring up the next generation of for-
ward thinkers who are leaders in their 
communities.“The whole purpose of 
an education is to broaden us,” Mitch-
ell said. “Particularly at a liberal arts 
university, students learn a spectrum 
of subjects that teach them to think 
critically. The need for broadly edu-
cated students is crucial.”
While college is not for everyone, 
education is. Whether it’s a four-year 
degree or a vocational degree, the ex-
perience and learning is invaluable. 
Those looking to enter college just 
might find the debt is worth the qual-
ity education and experience gained. 
“I think we need to all stop asking if 
it is worth it,” Travis said. “Instead, we 
should start asking, ‘How can I make 
it worth it?’”
The worthiness continued from page 1
“The most challenging, but also my favorite part, 
has been making this my own.”
Checking in with the chiefs
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After several months on the job, se-
niors Kehlay Dunah and Cory Chea 
took time to reflect on their accom-
plishments. They refuse to sit on 
their laurels, however, and are al-
ready looking for ways to fulfill the 
three main tenets of the TSO mission 
statement they created: empowering 
students, facilitating innovative and 
diverse programming and cultivat-
ing community.
How has the semester gone so far?
Dunah: It’s gone really well. We’ve 
been making TSO our own this year. 
We developed a mission statement, 
which was a very long but benefi-
cial process.
How are you putting the TSO mis-
sion statement into action?
Dunah: We recently had the op-
portunity to do that when a manage-
ment team approached us, asking if 
we could sponsor them creating an 
event, S’karaoke. We had the oppor-
tunity to empower them and to pro-
vide that professional atmosphere 
they needed.
Chea: It’s not so much about us say-
ing “without us you wouldn’t be em-
powered.” I’m going to steal (2013-2014 
student body president) Bri Leever’s 
idea from last year of talking about a 
hallway. We are already plugged into all 
the doors and connections at Taylor. 
What are some of your goals for the 
rest of the year?
Chea: We’re really emphasizing 
stretching programming this year. To 
see newer events that deal with top-
ics that aren’t always talked about, or 
at least topics that cause you to think 
a bit more. They’re still in the works. 
What have you achieved so far that 
was in your campaign?
Chea: Senate’s coming out with an 
email address called talktosenate@
taylor.edu. It’s supposed to make it 
easier for students to get in contact 
with their senators. Although stu-
dents were able to talk to their sen-
ators, they didn’t always know who 
their senators were or they didn’t 
want to go out of the way to contact 
their senators specifically. We’re hop-
ing with this email address that we 
shrink this gap between students con-
cerns and administrative awareness. 
Dunah: Some of the things that 
have been accomplished from our 
campaign include the Trail of Tears 
(the path stretching from Sammy to 
the Dining Commons). It’s half-fin-
ished. The other half is scheduled to 
be finished next summer. 
What’s your favorite part of stu-
dent government?
Dunah: The most challenging, but 
also my favorite part, has been making 
this my own, finding my role, discover-
ing how I can use my gifts to empower 
the group. I’m not trying to say that it’s 
because of me that anything is hap-
pening, it’s because of us as a whole. 
Chea: I was in TSO last year, so I 
was familiar with how things work 
but coming into this year it was re-
ally exciting to see all the individual 
presidents grow into their positions 
and to see the creativity come out. We 
saw the success of IFC’s concert a few 
weeks ago and Boxes and Walls this 
last weekend was excellent. Just to 
see all this creativity within the Tay-
lor student body. 
How do you two work together?
Chea: Working with Kehlay has 
been an absolute delight. She’s always 
energetic and willing to help whoever 
needs help. Her energy always keeps 
cabinet meetings exciting. Her gener-
al friendliness toward everyone has 
made working with her a lot of fun.
Dunah: Cory, you’re too wonder-
ful! Something I’ve appreciated about 
Cory is his honesty toward me. Not so 
much to fix each other but to comple-
ment each other. We’re able to help 
each other grow. Many things about 
Cory are subtle, but his passion for 
TSO is very evident.  He challenges 
us to think deeply on executive de-
cisions, he’s always willing and avail-
able to help cabinet members and 
he’s supportive and encouraging of 
new ideas.
Student body presidents make a difference on campus.
Photograph provided by Tabitha Hillebrand
A golden ticket
Tonight’s dance will 
feature crazy costumes 
and candy comas  
Julia Oller
News Co-Editor
This evening, the Euler Atrium 
will be transformed into a world of 
pure imagination.
Taylor’s fourth campus dance, with 
a “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory” 
theme, magically falls on Halloween, 
a night known for sugar rushes and 
crazy costumes. 
The Dance and Special Events Com-
mittee (DSEC) chose to hold the dance 
on Halloween due to its convenient 
Friday date. Cabinet members dis-
cussed five different theme options 
before settling on Wonka Wonderland.
“It had so much candy involved, which 
goes hand-in-hand with Halloween,” cab-
inet member junior Selena Cucuta said. 
Sugary treats comprise the eve-
ning’s snacking options. Look for clas-
sic Wonka candies such as Everlasting 
Gobstoppers, Nerds and Laffy Taffy as 
well as a chocolate fountain.
The dance will also feature a pho-
to booth, a Halloween game room, a 
costume contest and an appearance 
by Willy Wonka himself. Junior Mylie 
Winger, the DSEC member responsible 
for decorations, based the decor on the 
2005 movie starring Johnny Depp be-
cause its creepiness fit the theme well. 
Organizers say that the dance takes 
a more laid-back approach than other 
dances. Not as formal as the masquer-
ade or as extreme as the rave, Wonka 
Wonderland finds a happy medium.
“It’s more of a social event, more 
chill,” Cucuta said. 
Winger said they plan to play recog-
nizable songs students can sing along 
with, rather than the wordless beats 
blasted at the rave. Every activity, from 
the music choices to the wacky theme, 
serves the group’s goal of bringing the 
campus together for a little fun. 
“Get pumped,” Cucuta said. “It’s 
gonna be awesome!”
Tickets are $5 each and can be 
purchased in the Union and the DC 
during lunch or at the door.
Prepare for a sugar rush at tonight’s dance.




“The final outcome for the Senate could 
range from a minor Republican gain to 
a GOP rout.”
Battle for the Senate rages on
War for the Arctic? 
Russian expansion in Arctic 
could lead to new cold war 
Joe Friedrichsen
World & National Editor
In the foreground of the white-
stained landscape, grey outlines 
of several Russian warships knife 
through the frigid blue of the Arctic 
waters. Part of a larger military build-
up around the Arctic, these units are 
en route to a tiny, newly annexed is-
land called Yaya, located in the deso-
late, icy waste of the Laptev Sea.
In response to NATO’s renewed in-
terest in the region, RIA Novosti, a 
Russian state-owned news agen-
cy, reported that former Soviet bas-
es are being reactivated to increase 
Russia’s claim on the Arctic and the 
region’s highly touted oil and natural 
gas potential.
Russia’s prime minister Dmit-
ry Medvedev said in 2008 that the 
use of Arctic resources was central 
to the country’s energy security. He 
also stressed the importance of ex-
ploring and industrializing the rich, 
untapped region.
According to The Moscow Times, 
optimistic estimates place the un-
discovered reserves of petroleum 
and natural gas in the Arctic at 13 
and 30 percent of the world’s total, 
respectively. 
In 2013, Moscow announced its 
navy would make the Arctic a priori-
ty region for 2014.
Due to economic sanctions im-
posed on Moscow by the U.S. and 
EU over Russia’s interference in the 
Ukraine conflict, some analysts say 
sanctions could threaten Russia’s 
energy future because of its over-re-
liance on revenues from natural gas 
and petroleum.
Russia’s oil and gas revenues ac-
count for more than 50 percent of its 
federal budget revenues, according to 
a 2014 report by the U.S. Energy Infor-
mation Administration. 
Analysts believe Western sanctions 
primarily aim to hamper Russia’s ef-
forts to develop oil and offshore Arc-
tic deposits. Such sanctions hurt 
Russian energy companies, such as 
Gazprom Neft and Rosneft, who lack 
the technologies for offshore drilling 
in freezing waters. This led Gazprom 
to partner with Shell (an Anglo-Dutch 
company) and Rosneft with Exxon-
mobil and Statoil (American and Nor-
wegian companies, respectively) on 
their Arctic projects.
For Russia, oil and gas extraction 
in the Arctic will require the creation 
of cost-effective technological solu-
tions. Alexander Mandel, adviser 
to the director general of Gazprom 
Neft, said Russia can’t rely solely on 
foreign companies to provide it with 
equipment. That reliance on Western 
technology to develop and extract 
Arctic oil and gas deposits, combined 
with Western sanctions, gives Russia 
a strong incentive to localize oil pro-
duction. Russia can decrease its de-
pendence on the West by developing 
solutions to these issues. Mandel also 
noted the creation of standard off-
shore platforms and ships to accom-
plish such a goal will take about five 
years to develop.    
That being said, the question re-
mains: what is the significance of 
Russia’s militarization of its Arctic 
territory? What could it mean for 
the U.S., Canada, Norway and other 
countries with stakes in the region?
Lately, Russia has been busy posi-
tioning its chess pieces in and around 
its Arctic frontier. The Moscow Times 
reported that Russia is forming two 
motorized Arctic brigades of 6,000 
troops, supported by snowmobiles 
and hovercraft in Murmansk and Ya-
mal-Nenets, by 2017. 
Russia also plans to house MiG-31 
interceptor jets full-time at a recon-
structed Arctic airfield at Tinsk, in 
northernmost Sakha Republic, ac-
cording to RIA Novosti.  
In addition, radar and ground guid-
ance systems will soon be placed in 
Franz Josef Land, Wrangel Island and 
Cape Schmidt near the East Siberian 
Sea, reported The Guardian.  
Although these moves may seem 
unsettling, Russia isn’t doing any-
thing unusual here. In many ways, 
these moves are just extensions of 
existing Russian government poli-
cy. Back in April, President Vladimir 
Putin established a new state body 
responsible for national Arctic gov-
ernance and created an Arctic mili-
tary command.
Despite these actions, Russia’s re-
cent seizure of Crimea and its ag-
gressive expansionist tendencies are 
cause for great worry for the West. 
Putin, whose approval ratings are sky-
high thanks to a tightly controlled 
state-run media, is likely to contin-
ue reducing Russia’s dependence on 
the West to free itself from influence 
and lessen effects of future sanc-
tions. After doubling down on its oil 
and gas revenue reliance, a self-suffi-
cient Russia could use its near-impu-
nity to grab more resource-rich Arctic 
territory. For the U.S. and other Arc-
tic-bordering countries, such a move 
would certainly spur an urgent Arctic 
arms race. 
Should this happen, it seems quite 
possible with Putin’s expansionist 
ambitions that another, much cold-
er war between the West and Russia 
rest on the horizon—one that could 
turn hot at a moment’s notice. 




Analysis of key toss-up states 




Republicans remain in a favorable 
position to take the Senate as Tues-
day’s midterm election approach-
es. However, according to Real Clear 
Politics, there are nine states whose 
races are toss-ups. With Democrats 
holding 55 seats in the Senate and 
the Republicans holding only 45, 
Republicans will have to win six of 
nine toss-up states to gain control. 
If Republicans only secure five of 
the nine seats, the Democrats retain 
control of the Senate because Vice 
President Joe Biden, a Democrat, 
would be the tiebreaker. 
Here are the key Senate races in the 
2014 midterm elections:
Alaska
In Alaska, there is a four-way con-
test between incumbent Mark Be-
gich (D), Libertarian Mark Fish, Dan 
Sullivan (R) and Independent Ted 
Gianoutsos. Alaska is primarily a 
Republican state, placing Begich in 
a vulnerable position. 
Arkansas
Arkansas has three candidates: 
Tom Cotton (R), Libertarian Nathan 
LaFrance, Mark Pryor (D) and Green 
Party candidate Mark Swaney. Data 
analysts at FiveThirtyEight report-
ed rumors that Cotton hasn’t lived 
up to analysts’ expectations. Despite 
this, Arkansas remains a deeply Re-
publican state with unfavorable ap-
proval ratings for President Obama, 
FiveThirtyEight also reported. That 
could give Cotton a small boost. Re-
publican-sponsored surveys suggest 
that Cotton leads polls by 5 percent. 
Colorado
Democratic incumbent Mark Udall 
holds a double-digit lead over Repub-
lican Cory Gardner among women (51 
percent to 40 percent), according to 
NBC News. Yet Gardner has an even 
greater lead over Udall among men 
(53 to 38 percent). Colorado voted 
Democrat in the 2012 presidential 
election, which could favor Mark 
Udall.  
Iowa
The race consists of Bruce Bra-
ley (D), Libertarian Douglas Butzi-
er, Joni Ernst (R) and Independent 
candidates Bob Quast, Ruth Smith 
and Rick Stewart. According to NBC 
News/Marist polls, Ernst holds a 3 
percent lead over Braley (49 to 46 
percent). Earlier this month, Ernst’s 
lead was just two points.
Kansas
In Kansas, Libertarian Randall 
Batson, Independent Gregory Or-
man and Pat Roberts (R) contend 
for the seat. Although Kansas tra-
ditionally leans Republican and 
Orman appears to be leading Rob-
erts by one point. Orman’s 34-point 
lead among independent voters 
boosts his standing, NBC News re-
ported. During the primary, ques-
tions about Roberts’ residency were 
brought into question during the 
primary, placing him in a bad light. 
Still, there are a barrage of ads link-
ing Orman to Obama. The blow 
could cost Orman his seat.
Kentucky
Mitch McConnell (R), Alison 
Lundergan Grimes (D) and 
Libertarian David Patterson 
are in a three-way battle for the 
Senate seat. While Grimes holds 
her own in the polls, incumbent 
Mitch McConnell is favored. In 
Kentucky, a largely Republican 
state, Democrats have not won a 
Senate race in 22 years, according 
to FiveThirtyEight. In addition, 
no Democrat has won a statewide 
federal race in the state for 18 years. 
North Carolina
In North Carolina, incumbent Kay 
Hagan (D) is up by 1 percent over 
opponent Thom Tillis (R). That’s 
down from earlier this month when 
Hagan had a four-point lead. Liber-
tarian Sean Haugh is currently get-
ting 7 percent of the vote. According 
to RealClearPolitics, Tillis is the 
face of an unpopular state legisla-
ture, but because Obama and Ha-
gan aren’t particularly popular in 






TSA Finds Cannon Barrel in Maui 
Traveler’s Luggage (AP)
Photograph provided by: Wally Skalij / Los Angeles Times
Policeman Who Asked to Smell 
Woman’s Feet Arrested (AP)
Photograph provided by: CC/Whpq Armed 
Armed police raid Halloween 
‘zombie survival’ game after mistaking 
it for the real thing (mirror.co.uk)
Photograph provided by: wikimediacommons user Juniorpetjua
Police: Teletubby break-in 
suspect faces charges (SFgate)
Photograph provided by: Wikimedia Comons user Flikr user HolyWhiteShirt
Large flightless bird closes 
Indiana highway (SFgate)
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Russia deployed MiG-31 interceptors to one of its most northern territories.
 American voters will take to the polls on Tuesday for 2014 midterm elections.
Photograph provided by: wikimedia commons user: Rama
Photograph provided by: wikimediacommons user: Slon02
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Halloween season. The air is crisp, 
the pumpkin spice lattes are brewing 
and the leaves are falling faster than 
Ke$ha’s career. It’s common white girl 
knowledge that autumn is a perfect 
time of year to open up the old Pin-
terest home feed and practice some 
DIY crafts. But even more important-
ly, Halloween is the only season when 
scaring your friends witless is not 
only tolerated, but socially accept-
able. This fall, learn to combine your 
love for cute art projects with your 
desire to wreak mayhem by learning 
these three simple ways to terrify your 
roommate with Halloween crafts.
 1. Make a jack-o’-lantern 
of your roommate’s face
This is going to take some work 
and preparation, but what is a Hal-
loween craft without hours of te-
dious effort? The first step is to 
print out your roommates’ Face-
book profile pictures without their 
knowledge. Trace the outlines of 
their faces onto your pumpkin 
and carve them out to the best of 
your abilities.
For the best results, I suggest kid-
napping art majors so they can do it 
for you. The more accurate the por-
trayals of your roommates on the 
jack-o’-lantern, the better the chance 
they will think you are a complete 
psychopath, which is the goal here.
When you’re done, set your jack-o’-
roommates somewhere in the middle 
of the room and don’t draw any at-
tention to them. If your roommates 
confront you about your creation, 
look them straight in the eyes and 
say you were lonely while they were 
away at class.
I would also suggest creating a 
spare jack-o’-roommate or two. That 
way, if they freak out and destroy your 
first creation, you have a stockpile of 
replacements to choose from.
 
2. Create a sock 
puppet family
   No list of Halloween crafts is com-
plete without a pair of sock puppets. 
Sock puppets are fairly simple to make, 
so don’t get daunted by how stunning 
they may look in the pictures. Essential-
ly, you’re going to want to put a sock on 
your hands and stick on some googly 
eyes. For an extra spooktacular puppet, 
consider decorating it as a ghost, Fran-
kenstein’s monster or a vampire.
Now, to terrify your roommate, 
you’re going to need to name your 
sock puppets and talk to them like 
real people whenever he or she is in 
the room. Make sure your puppets 
have different political views so they 
will be arguing constantly. Trust me, 
after the second argument among the 
three of you, your roommate will be-
gin to look for off-campus housing.
 
3. Write your roommate’s 
name on the walls in glow-
in-the-dark ink
This tasteful craft is sure to make 
your roommate wet the bed—just 
stay out of the bottom bunk. The 
process is simple—gather a bunch 
of glow sticks and cut them in half 
to extract the magical glowing 
chemicals. Take this goo and paint 
your roommate’s name all over the 
walls of your room. During the day 
the letters shouldn’t be noticeable, 
but when the lights go out your 
roommate will be able to read them 
and scream.
If your roommate asks why you 
did this, what’s wrong with you, 
what meds you’re on, what asylum 
you escaped from, etc., simply look 
confused and pretend you can’t 
see anything.
P.S. Don’t actually do this craft be-
cause you will probably get fined.  
Happy scaring!
This Halloween, if 
you wear a costume 
to Chipotle, you can 
get a $3 “boo-rrito.”
Untold stories of TU: 
Halloween Edition
We live on a small campus in 
the middle of the cornfields, 
but that doesn’t mean it 
isn’t teeming with urban 
legends in the making
Compiled by Erin Fuhr
Life&Times Co-Editor
This Halloween, we searched in the 
darkest corners of TU for the scari-
est stories that happened on cam-
pus. These 100 percent true stories 
are brought to you by Taylor students 
who walk among us. Enjoy these chill-
ing tales, which to this day are some 
of Taylor’s greatest mysteries.
Monsters under the bed 
Freshman year spring semester, I 
was sitting on my bed on the third 
floor. I heard this rustling under my 
bed, and I thought, “Oh no, that’s kind 
of scary.” I told myself it was nothing, 
but I was terrified.
I went to my friend and said, “There 
is something under my bed, but I 
don’t know what it is.” 
“Oh it’s probably nothing,” she said, 
“just somebody plugging stuff into 
their wall!” 
“I’m not an idiot,” I answered. I went 
back into my room and a black cat 
darted out under my bed, and I was 
terrified. I don’t like when cats jump 
out from under my bed, especially not 
black ones. I live on the third floor of a 
dorm, so you wouldn’t expect to find 
living creatures under your bed, espe-
cially of that size or proportion.
A couple days later, I heard these 
chirping noises. I thought it was mice, 
and I really, really hate mice. Turned 
out it wasn’t—but it was worse. I 
didn’t want to check under my bed, 
so I got my friend to do it. She’s an en-
vironmental science major, and she 
likes these things. She pulled out my 
winter coat which was under my bed, 
and she looked at me, and she said, 
“There’s kittens.”
I screamed so loud. I’m not really a 
screamer, but I was in that moment—
cats everywhere, all over my winter 
coat, these little squirmy things. But 
it made me famous for a while—peo-
ple knew me as “the cat girl.”
— Gracie Fairfax, staff writer 
Expecto patronum 
A group of my friends and I would 
go to Randall dock a few times to 
hang out, look at the stars, talk about 
life and eat junk food.
This night, it was raining and cold 
and foggy and lightning flashed. But 
we make that treacherous trip into 
the dark woods. We got out to the 
dock, and the whole time we were 
talking about how it felt like we were 
in a horror movie.
We all lied down so we couldn’t see 
what was going on, except for one of 
us. She was sitting up to be the look-
out. But little did we know, this man 
emerged from the woods. He was at 
least nine feet tall, pushing 10, and 
he wore a black cloak that made him 
look like a faceless figure. But all we 
heard was a bloodcurdling scream.
We looked up and my friend was 
just pointing. I was so scared to look 
because I’ve never seen someone look 
so scared and pale. I thought, “Oh 
my gosh, this is it.” But we all slow-
ly looked, and there was this figure 
coming towards us. 
The boys who were with us were 
scared at first (no matter what they 
say—I saw it in their eyes). The boys 
were like, “Bro, it’s over. We get it, it’s 
a joke, you got us.” But he didn’t say 
anything, or take off his hood—he just 
kept walking.
He finally made his way all the way 
to the end of the dock, and we were 
freaking out thinking, “Ok, we’re go-
ing to jump off and go get help,” and it 
was all real for a second. But then he 
just took his hood off, and his friends 
came out of the woods.
They sat with us as if we were all 
friends, but not speaking to us. And 
we were all weirded out—so we 
just left.
— Paige Williams, contributor
Gorilla in the dark 
So it was my freshman year, and 
people were making their COS 104 
videos—so you saw some weird stuff 
happening. But I can get easily scared 
when something is jumping out at me. 
I was walking back from a talk that 
was at the DC, and we were walking 
on the sidewalk right between Olson 
and Wengatz. This guy in a gorilla suit 
comes out from behind a tree and just 
growls, and it was terrifying.
I scream because it’s horrifying, and 
he came at me, so I hunched in a ball. 
Nobody else did, so they just laughed 
at me, and they recorded it and put it 
in their COS 104 video. So everybody 
saw it.
 — Leah Knibbe, senior
The Wengatz Walker 
There were a couple guys that had 
been awake at like three in the morn-
ing, walking around, going to the 
lounge or the bathroom. They’d see, 
down on Second East, this guy with 
a hood up, headphones on and wear-
ing dark clothing, walking around the 
halls. No one knows where he’s from, 
what he’s doing or whether he lives in 
Wengatz or not. He doesn’t speak to 
anyone or anything, and everyone’s 
thought he was super creepy.
We decided to call him the Wen-
gatz Walker.
In the words of Billy Goggin (’14): 
“Who was the Wengatz Walker? We’ll 
never know. He was no one—and ev-
eryone. He was you. He was me. He 
was John C. Wengatz incarnate. He 
was . . . The Wengatz Walker.”
— Adam Kelly, opinions editor
The scream and the cornfields 
I was taking a drive with my boy-
friend. We were driving around the 
cornfield, and we decided to park 
in this one spot because that’s what 
couples do sometimes. We were just 
sitting on the hood, just talking, but 
there was this really weird vibe—it 
was really scary.
The wind was blowing, and the 
leaves sounded really weird. Then we 
stopped talking, and I just got really 
freaked out, and I just had the feel-
ing that we should have left, but we 
didn’t.
We started talking again, just try-
ing to joke it out. I feel this presence 
behind me—you know how you feel 
when somebody is nearby. But I don’t 
turn around, and it starts getting clos-
er and closer, and it feels warmer and 
warmer. Then there was this really 
loud, high-pitched scream, so close 
to my ear—I can feel the warmth of 
the person behind me.
I saw nobody, and I walked away. 
Then we just started driving away. We 
weren’t talking about it, just wonder-
ing who that was.
My boyfriend said, “It was probably 
somebody just pranking us; it’s prob-
ably no big deal.”
But the day before, we had been 
hanging out at the park, and this dog 
had started barking near the railroad. 
Then another really loud scream had 
happened, so I was already freaked 
out. It also happened a third time. So 
at first we thought it was a prank, but 
come on, who has the time to follow 
random people and scare them? 
— Claudia Viscarra, ad designer
Trick-or-treat yourself 
Scary good discounts 
you can get just because 
you’re a poor college kid
Paige Williams
Contributor
College is expensive. Tuition, room 
and board and books all add up and 
make budgeting a necessary aspect 
of life. However, what few college kids 
know is that some businesses take 
pity. They don’t often advertise these 
discounts, but once you know, they’ll 
change your life and your wallet.
Many clothing stores popular 
among college students offer stu-
dent discounts. J Crew will give 15 
percent off if you show your student 
ID. Charlotte Russe offers a 10 per-
cent discount. Even Goodwill offers 
a 10 percent discount for students. 
Imagine all those oversized sweaters 
and man flannels you could snap up.
Restaurants also offer discounts 
with a student ID, and who doesn’t 
need to take a break from the DC 
sometimes? Head on over to Mari-
on for Buffalo Wild Wings and get 10 
percent off of your order. Or maybe 
you want to just stay in the Gas City 
area and go to McDonald’s or Subway. 
You can receive a 10 percent discount 
there as well.
If a new movie comes out that you 
just must see, wait until a Thursday 
and you can get a special student rate 
at AMC theaters.
You can get a Spotify Premium 
membership at the student rate of 
$4.99/month. That is basically one 
less Starbucks drink a month in trade 
for unlimited music.
Amazon also runs a deal for six 
months of free Amazon Prime 
membership. Companies like Ap-
ple, Dell and Adobe offer different 
specific discounts on their products 
for students.
These discounts are open to stu-
dents year-round, but holidays 
like Halloween bring special dis-
count opportunities.
This Halloween, if you wear a cos-
tume to Chipotle, you can get a $3 
“boo-rrito.” IHOP will be giving free 
pancakes if you wear a Halloween 
costume as well. 
 Now that the secret’s out, 
grab some friends and some spare 
change, and go get your discounts be-
fore you zero out your bank account 
again. You’re a hard-working college 
student; go get what you deserve.







Make sure your puppets have 
di erent political views so they will be 
arguing constantly.




Well crap. @joshriebock may have 
just altered my world view. And 
it may not exactly fi t into my four 
year plan. #tayloru #TrustingGod
Michael Snyder @michaelsnyder95
Just saw some guy catch 
a squirrel with his bare 




Overheard from another wing: “he 
kissed me for the fi rst time tonight 
and I think we are going to get 
married!” #tayloru #thisgirliscrazy
CJ Komarynsky @CJKomarynsky
Taco Bell now allows you to order 
from your phone. The only problem 
is the t-bell in gas city doesn’t 
support this. #tacobell #tayloru
Mylie Winger @MylieWinger
Pretty sure I checked “be in the 
center of the Techno Open House 
mosh pit” off  of someone else’s TU 
bucket list. #tayloru #notmysweat 
#ew
Chris Chang @CChang65
Classic El Ed. Majoring in crayons 
and minoring in scissors- daren.
martin #tayloru
Lauren Anderson @myfairlandy
My last registration for 
undergraduate classes took place 
today. Am I sentimental about it? 
Most defi nitely. #tayloru
Keith Cantrell @KeithCantrell93
Cats are cute, but keep them 
away from me. #allergic #CatDay 
#TaylorU
@alex_burt94: a f t e r
@alb062172: Never know what you’re going to 






It was the bottom of the ninth—two 
outs and the tying run on third. The 
crowd was as loud as you can imag-
ine, and the rest of the city was hold-
ing its breath as the batter stepped in 
the batter’s box.
This week’s Nugget: Take the tickets.
A few weeks ago over Parents 
Weekend, Mom and Dad were sitting 
in a dorm room with my friends and 
me. I forget exactly how we got on the 
topic, but I will never forget when my 
father said, “If you learn anything in 
college, take the tickets.”
We all laughed at his joke, but look-
ing back, I see an inordinate amount 
of truth in that statement. Through-
out the rest of your life, you will be 
o ered tickets. You will be presented 
tickets to concerts, sporting events, 
the theater, etc. Sometimes a good 
friend will o er them to you for free; 
other times you will have to break 
the bank.
Senior Andrew Whitworth recalls 
the time he had the chance to see his 
favorite basketball team, the Louis-
ville Cardinals, win the 2013 Nation-
al Championship.
“If I had taken the tickets,” Whit-
worth says, “I would have remem-
bered crying tears of joy next to my 
super-fan grandmother as red confet-
ti fell and the players lifted the nation-
al championship trophy. But I didn’t. 
Now I just remember Dr. King’s quiz 
and two more mediocre meals in the 
DC. This is the de nition of regret.”
This WN is about taking the tickets, 
but it is more about why you are tak-
ing the tickets in the  rst place.
This past Wednesday I was sitting 
in my Contemporary Christian Be-
lief class when I received two text 
messages. Both were from my broth-
ers. One read, “We have a ticket for 
you. Are you in?” And the other said, 
“Willy, go get in your car.” My broth-
ers had acquired a ticket for me to 
Game 7 of the World Series in Kansas 
City. My heart started beating quick-
ly and my mind was racing as I was 
about to take an important quiz in 
this 9:00 class. I had already been to 
a few playo  games during this mag-
ical playo  run made by my beloved 
Kansas City Royals. But was I really 
willing to make the nine-hour drive 
to Kansas City, even if we lost? 
That’s when it hit me. This quiz I 
was about to take was on the “prob-
lem of evil.” Evil. San Francisco Gi-
ants. Underdog Royals. David and 
Goliath. Suddenly it all clicked and 
I knew what I had to do. I took the 
quiz, bolted to First Breu and grabbed 
the bare essentials. I  oated all the 
way to Kansas City while I listened 
to sports talk radio in anticipation. 
I surprised my mother, and she al-
most had a heart attack. I sat with my 
brothers the whole game. We had the 
time of our lives. It all led up to one 
moment in the game: It was the bot-
tom of the ninth—two outs and the 
tying run on third. The pitch  ew and 
the batter popped up to third base for 
the  nal out of the game. The crowd 
stood in disbelief. We all knew we had 
been a part of something greater than 
a game that night.
Sitting with my family that night, 
driving to a concert in Kentucky with 
my best friends or accepting an of-
fer to go to a lame haunted house all 
start with taking the tickets, but end 
with memories you will have for a life-
time. Take them.
Will Severns is a senior. Ready to get 
back on the horse.
Battling for 
the crown




From Third West to Sammy II, 15 
men’s teams from across campus 
gather every Monday and Wednesday 
afternoon on the intramural soccer 
 elds to compete. Only one will get 
the coveted title of Intramural Soc-
cer Champions.
Intramural sports at Taylor are the 
epitome of competition within com-
munity. For 40 minutes, the sound of 
heavy breathing mixes with footsteps 
thudding down the  eld, and yells of 
elation mix with shouts of frustration. 
After the  nal whistle blows, though, 
the divisions dissolve as both teams 
circle up to exemplify a true commu-
nity in Christ. 
“After the game we always pray . . . 
for both teams,” said freshman Max 
Partain of PDUB FC. “Even though 
we’re competing, we’re still brothers 
in Christ. It’s a reminder that these 
are people that you’re doing life with. 
You might have lost or won but you 
still should respect them.” 
For some, this season is full of hope. 
Junior Patrick Hubbard is  nally re-
turning to the  eld after a concus-
sion during a match with 2EZ left 
him out for most of the season last 
year. “I’m motivated to  nish the sea-
son out and play for glory,” said Hub-
bard, who plays for The Association. 
Another player injured during last 
year’s season, Assistant Sports Infor-
mation Director Jon Erny of Faculty/
Sta , comes into the season with the 
hope of staying healthy and meeting 
new members of the team.
Since intramural sports are open to 
anyone, the soccer  elds are populat-
ed with men of all di erent skill lev-
els and motivations for playing. Some, 
like sophomore Sami Gonzalez, began 
their careers at age  ve and played on 
traveling club teams and their high 
schools’ varsity teams. On the other 
hand, Not Achilles’ Heel’s junior Der-
ek Sanson has no prior soccer experi-
ence and hopes this season of playing 
will improve his skills. “I’m doing it 
for the joy that I get out of it. (I want 
to) have fun, enjoy my teammates and 
try to get better,” Sanson said.
Several rivalries brew beneath the 
surface of the league. One such rivalry 
arises from a  oor divided. The men 
of The Brotherhood (Broho) formed 
two di erent teams this year: Achil-
les’ Heel and Not Achilles’ Heel. Achil-
les’ Heel carries on last year’s legacy, 
known for their small roster and los-
ing record. Not Achilles’ Heel has 
more players on its roster and, since 
this team assembled this year, only 
time will tell if its record will be any 
better than its counterpart’s. 
Junior Kasey Leander of Bro-
ho offered his perspective on his 
 oor’s teams.
 “How do you choose between the 
best intramural soccer team ever 
to hit the  eld and the most fero-
cious competitors ever to engage in 
the game of soccer?” Leander asked. 
“It’s like, your mom is playing your 
grandma in soccer, who are you gon-
na root for?”
Leander has chosen to play for Not 
Achilles’ Heel.
“That’s gonna be a real test of loy-
alty for the men of the Brotherhood,” 
Leander said of the two teams’ up-
coming match.
The men of Broho are also part of 
another rivalry in the league. After a 
crushing loss to 2C Juicy in the intra-
mural football playo s, Not Achilles’ 
Heel looks to seek its vengeance on 
the soccer  eld.
“2C Juicy is going down so hard,” Le-
ander said, adding that Not Achilles’ 
Heel is going to win because it wants 
it more. “They were able to squeak by 
with a narrow victory in intramural 
football,” Leander said. 
In response, 2C Juicy player and 
junior Drew Decker simply said: 
“We won.”
Many men come out to play every 
week but not all for the same rea-
sons. For some, intramural soccer is 
just about having fun. Freshman An-
tonio Leija of The Darkstars said that 
his team is di erent from most be-
cause they don’t care if they win or 
lose. They are there to have fun. Some, 
like Partain, play for love of the game. 
Still others get their motivation from 
the T-shirt that comes with the cham-
pionship. Sophomores Noah Drabin-
sky of The Cult and Sami Rodriguez 
of Third West both said it’s all about 
that T-shirt.
Finally, according to senior David 
Hershberger, the men of Chester FC
do it for Mom.
In the midst of hopes, dreams, 
comebacks and rivalries, one under-
lying theme emerges: camaraderie 
and loyalty hold each team together. 
After a season of battles between 15 
teams, only one will rise to the top 
and claim the title of Intramural Soc-
cer Champions.
Humans of Upland
What is the weirdest shake you’ve ever seen?
I’ve seen a bacon shake. Like they want-
ed bacon in their milkshake. And I always 
thought a taco shake would be a fun idea . . . I 
thought why not . . .  we make bacon shakes.
- Vern
Photography by Malaina Yoder
“How do you choose 
between the best 
intramural soccer team 
ever to hit the field 
and the most ferocious 
competitors ever to engage 
in the game of soccer?” 
Leander asked. “It’s like, 
your mom is playing your 
grandma in soccer, who 




Two alumni prepare 




Paranormal investigators hesitantly 
step inside a secluded house, waiting 
for any signs of ghostly activity. A nov-
elist prepares to write a novel using a 
method that will shock his audience. 
In the hands of horror film amateurs 
these plots could come off as cliched 
or uninteresting. But the storytellers 
and filmmakers behind these proj-
ects are far from amateurs: they’re 
recent Taylor film graduates, alumni 
of the impressive Media Communica-
tion program.
Joshua Giuliano (’12), a student at 
the prestigious American Film Insti-
tute (AFI), is writing and directing the 
tentatively named “Nom de Plume,” 
an indie horror film. Sean Taylor (’14) 
is starring in “The Barlow House,” a 
low-budget indie horror film from Pulp 
Productions. For Taylor, “The Barlow 
House” furthers his budding film ca-
reer. For Giuliano, “Nom de Plume” 
represents his nightmares come true.
Giuliano decided two years ago 
that horror was the only film genre 
he wanted to make. “I like scaring 
people,” he said. “When I was a kid, 
I would hide in closets and jump out 
and scare (people). The joy of jump-
ing out at people and making them 
scream was second nature to me.”
In order for Giuliano and his in-
ternational crew (which includes a 
German designer and a Japanese cin-
ematographer) to produce the film, 
they must raise $50,000 by early No-
vember. So far, they have $40,000, 
around 80 percent of the money. The 
movie films in early December. 
Giuliano explained that because 
AFI is such a well-known and pro-
fessional organization, the stakes for 
making the film are tougher than a 
usual student film production. 
“We have to uphold their reputa-
tion, so it costs a little more money,” 
Giuliano said. “The more restrictions 
you have, the more you have to work 
on your toes.”
The plot involves a horror novelist 
and his disturbing artistic process. 
One night, his strange writing meth-
od comes back to haunt him. 
A creepy concept needs a creepy 
location. The former Taylor film 
major is shooting in an apartment 
complex near AFI’s location in Holly-
wood. “There’s more apartments than 
homes in LA, but it’s one of the hard-
est places to shoot because of neigh-
bors,” Giuliano said. “You have to get 
permits, have to get the neighbors to 
sign forms and can’t make too much 
noise which is impossible on a film 
set. We haven’t found a location we’re 
really settled on yet.”
“Nom de Plume” (French for “pen 
name”) is Giuliano’s thesis film, mean-
ing that this film is part of his AFI 
graduation process. Guiliano enlist-
ed the kind of filmmakers he knows 
make quality productions: TU stu-
dents. Giuliano has already recruit-
ed fellow 2012 grad Bill Parker, known 
for his Oscar-nominated visual effects 
work on “Nebraska” and current work 
on TV series “Silicon Valley,” for effects 
help. 
“I’m trying to get as many Taylor 
people or Taylor grads from the film 
program who are out in LA to work 
on the film,” Giuliano said. “I want to 
keep this good community of film-
makers going.”
While Giuliano looked for film 
locations and wrote about scary 
novelists,Taylor looked for acting 
work. “I found out about ‘The Barlow 
House’ from an online casting call...
thought the film sounded interesting,” 
Taylor said. 
The director was impressed by Tay-
lor’s audition videos and hired him 
as the leader of a paranormal inves-
tigation group. “The Barlow House” 
involves Cory, Taylor’s character, in-
vestigating a haunted house with his 
team. “As we learn about the history 
of the area, the entities appear more 
frequently, eventually leading to a full-
blown possession,” he said.
The skills Taylor and Giuliano 
learned at college have been tre-
mendously helpful in their film ex-
perience so far. “I didn’t know how to 
make a film before I came to Taylor,” 
Giuliano admitted. “Taylor does ac-
tually start you from the ground up 
and teach you all the sides of film-
making. I always knew I wanted to 
be a director and write my stuff, but 
I didn’t know how to do that.” 
Giuliano’s interactions with camera 
work, post-production and pre-pro-
duction enabled him to talk to dif-
ferent departments as a director and 
communicate in technical terms. “It’s 
a good education for any aspiring 
filmmaker to have,” he said.
Taylor’s previous work allowed him 
to both compose cinematography 
for and act in “The Barlow House.” 
“When I was on camera, I had to tell 
the director how to shoot each shot, 
then jump into character and try to 
forget about the lens entirely,” he said.
While Christianity and horror have 
a tenuous relationship, both Giuliano 
and Taylor were able to find the spir-
itual sides of their films. “I suggested 
to the director that he add a recon-
ciliation scene in the end, which I 
thought justified the intense exorcism 
scene leading up to it, and he was all 
for it,” Taylor said. “The film obviously 
does not support or condone demon-
ic/paranormal activity and is strictly 
for entertainment value.”
Giuliano sees his work more 
through a moral perspective than a 
Christian one. “Even if you are a Chris-
tian, or if you’re not, it’s important to 
explore the dark sides of life and hu-
manity and to understand them,” he 
said. “These are things that we deal 
with all the time and it’s better to ac-
knowledge and explore it rather than 
to hide it. If you can make it entertain-
ing and involving with an audience, 
it gets them in the theater and also 
spurs them to think.” 
What’s next for these hardwork-
ing cinephiles? Taylor has turned 
from horror for the moment to 
work on his new job editing en-
tertainment for all live Disney and 
Marvel events. Upcoming projects 
include “Frozen On Ice” and “Marvel 
Universe Live.” Along with editing, 
Taylor will also have opportunities 
to travel and film rehearsals for pro-
motional material; all due, he says, 
to the camera experience he gath-
ered at Taylor.
Giuliano will be taking “Nom de 
Plume” to film festivals after he wraps 
up production. “I will be having that 
horror feature in my bag in case any-
one important (wants) to read it,” 
he said.
Giuliano hopes to create a second 
feature with a lower budget. “I’m go-
ing to keep writing and keep trying 
to do feature films I want to make,” 
he said. 
The young AFI student, ready to 
film a genre he has always dreamed 
of doing, is also ready to stick with 
his genre. 
“All horror,” he clarified. “I’m just 
focusing on horror.”
Photograph provided by Sean Taylor’s Facebook
Joshua Giuliano’s film “Nom de Plume.”Sean Taylor acts and provides cinematography in “The Barlow House.”
From “South Pacific” to “Spamalot,” a variety 







Movies, music, books, TV: as an 
Arts & Entertainment editor, I try 
to keep up with them all. There is a 
lot of junk in the entertainment in-
dustry, but there is almost always 
something worth recommending. 
Make sure to check these out during 
the week.
Music: “1989” by Taylor Swift
You may not be the biggest fan 
of the arguable queen of pop’s 
(and apparent new Queen of New 
York)’s music, but there’s no deny-
ing the ambition behind her new-
est album. She adventures outside 
of her typical sound with the an-
themic “Out of the Woods,” and 
while “Shake It Off ” isn’t the most 
interesting lyrically, it’s incredi-
bly catchy. The other 11 songs help 
reinstate Swift’s image: willing to 
stick with a reliable sound, but also 
eager to venture outside her com-
fort zone. Country-pop Swift may 
be gone, but this new Swift is all 
right with me.
TV: “Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D”
DC Comics and Warner Bros. 
may be ruling superhero television 
at the moment (“The Flash,” “Ar-
row,” “Gotham,” “Constantine”) but 
the best comic book show on tele-
vision belongs to Marvel. “Agents 
of S.H.I.E.L.D” has the best writ-
ing, best visuals and, at the mo-
ment, best overarching story out 
of all the masked crimefighter 
shows on TV—and it doesn’t even 
involve masks or capes. Tying in 
the events of “Captain America: 
The Winter Soldier” ramped up 
the narrative of this once-strug-
gling show, giving these agents 
and the audience something to in-
vest in. It’s not afraid to embrace 
the characters of the Marvel Uni-
verse, and it cleverly ties in with 
the events of the main films. With 
a focus on character, compelling 
new villains and interesting new 
cast members, “Agents” is super-
powered fun.
Movie: “John Wick”
Remember Keanu Reeves? Bet-
ter yet, remember when he was 
in a good film? Me neither. But if 
his latest film “John Wick” is any 
indication, the “Matrix” actor is 
on the right track again. When 
Wick’s beloved puppy is killed 
by gangsters, the retired hitman 
goes on a rampage, letting the 
thugs know he was the wrong 
person to mess with. Straightfor-
ward with its plot, “John Wick” 
is far from complex. But with a 
driven and dangerous perfor-
mance by Reeves and coherent, 
visually gorgeous action scenes, 
the film is a pleasant guilty plea-
sure. And a fine return to form 
for an underrated actor.
Unity, not discord
Musical theater and opera 
combine to make “A Night 
of Broadway and Opera”
Katelyn S. Irons
Photojournalist
Spats and top hats meet lively tra-
dition with Taylor Opera’s latest 
concert, “A Night of Broadway and 
Opera.” With songs varying from 
humorous to emotional, this show 
promises to be an adventure. 
“This evening of Broadway and 
opera scenes is a wonderfully var-
ied program, featuring some of the 
best-loved music written for the 
stage,” said Conor Angell, assistant 
professor of music. “A strength of a 
program like this is that it showcas-
es some of the best excerpts from 
nearly 20 different shows and moves 
quickly through them in a way that 
is engaging to all audiences.”
As befits opera, some pieces will 
be performed in Italian, while one 
will be performed in French. The rest 
will be in English. From “South Pa-
cific” to “Spamalot,” a variety of en-
tertaining shows will be featured in 
the performance. Approximately 20 
students are involved in the show 
and have been rehearsing with An-
gell and professor of music Patricia 
Robertson since the beginning of 
the semester.
“I think attendees will appreci-
ate the diverse talents in this large 
cast: students with impressive vocal 
ability as well as deep commitment 
to character portrayal and expres-
sive performance,” Angell said. “Our 
voice program integrates classical 
voice (opera) with musical theater, 
and this performance represents the 
compatibility of those focuses.”
Professor of English Joe Ricke will 
narrate the performance.
Highlights from this opera season 
include a full production of Menotti’s 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors” with 
Taylor Sounds on Feb. 6. A combined 
production with Taylor Theatre fuels 
the upcoming Irving Berlin medley 
musical “I Love a Piano,” which plays 
April 24–26 and May 1–3.
To obtain tickets for “A Night of 
Broadway and Opera,” or learn more 
about other upcoming shows, contact 
the Taylor Music Department Office 
at (765) 998-5232 or drop by. Tickets 
for the show are on sale for $5. The 
concert will be held Nov. 19 in Redi-
ger Auditorium.
Photograph by  Mindy WildmanConor Angell assists with the upcoming opera concert.
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It isn’t about being someone else in a 
costume but having a time with friends to 
enjoy Halloween as it is meant to be: trick or 
treating until bags over ow, then proceeding 




Movie theaters are still worth it
Net ix is gaining momentum 
in the movie industry
Adam Kelly
Opinions Editor
How many students spend their free 
time binge-watching Net ix?
More than 50 percent? Yeah, that’s 
what I  gured. A survey by Alloy Me-
dia and Marketing stated that 61 per-
cent of students that watch movies 
watch them on their computers.
How many students still go to 
movie theaters to see the release of 
a new movie?
Not many anymore. According to 
Motion Pictures Association of Amer-
ica, the number of movie-goers be-
tween 18–24 years of age dropped by 
about 1.5 million.
Netflix doesn’t only affect col-
lege students but it has become a 
powerhouse that reaches everyone. 
Net ix has gained more control in 
the entertainment industry recent-
ly. Statista.com states the movie 
streaming site has gained more than 
5 million subscribers to its streaming 
service. It has even started to make its 
own movies, such as Crouching Tiger, 
Hidden Dragon: The Green Legend. 
Movie theaters will lose even more 
money when Net ix is able to make 
full-length movies and recruit star ac-
tors because people will stay home to 
watch the popular movies. Adam San-
dler recently signed a deal to make 
four movies with Net ix.
Movie theaters’ giant screens and 
surround sound complete the mov-
ie-going experience. But people have 
decided not to take the time to travel 
to the theater and watch the movie 
when it  rst comes out. It feels cheap-
er to wait for the movie to come out 
on Net ix than to pay $8+ to watch a 
movie once.
Net ix is now working with part-
ners to release some movies on the 
same day they come out in theaters. 
Most people will stay at home to 
watch these for convenience’s sake. 
The only way that this deal will work 
for movie theaters is if the movie is 
well-known with a big-time cast that 
people want to go and see.
Home movie theaters continue 
to get better, with large sofas, sur-
round sound speakers and projec-
tion screens to imitate movie theaters 
quite well. They are also very expen-
sive. But home movie theaters still 
don’t match the atmosphere you get 
while you are in a movie theater. You 
don’t hear a collective gasp at home 
as you would in a theater, and you 
don’t buzz from the excitement of 
waiting in line hours before the mid-
night release.
Net ix will continue to gain prom-
inence in the entertainment industry, 
and it may eliminate movie theaters 
in the next couple years. If Net ix 
continues to produce movies and if 
the price of theater tickets continues 
increasing, no one will spend $8+ on 
a one-time experience when they can 
spend $8.99 per month for Net ix and 
essentially see that movie and many 
others for around the price of a single 
theater ticket.
I realize binging movies on a snowy 
day over J-term is a great way to re-
lax. It is time to decide whether or 
not taking the time to see movie pre-
mieres is worth it. Net ix is a won-
derful thing to have when you don’t 
have time to make it to the theater or 
the theater isn’t open, but let’s face it: 
many of us have been up until 2 a.m. 
watching movies or TV episodes. 
Net ix should stick to showing old-
er movies and reruns of TV shows. Let 
the movie theaters handle the details 
necessary for releasing a major  lm. 
The theater experience may cost 
more, but is ultimately worthwhile.
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Adam Sandler will become  rst well-known actor to direct and star in movies for Net ix.
Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to  Adam_
Kelly@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
Taylor should become Upland 
All-Male Bible College
Cautionary proposal 




Editor’s Note: The fol-
lowing piece is satirical and 
meant to be read as such.
The blood-red sun is ris-
ing here in Upland. No lon-
ger can this small town 
remain outside its tyranni-
cal reach. It is an outbreak 
that has travelled overseas, 
and it is causing panic across 
the nation. What is “it”? It is 
the name that shall not be 
spoken; the epidemic which 
strikes fear into the hearts of 
men: Feminism.
 Feminism is  quick-
ly gaining ground due to 
its deceivingly reasonable 
and logical nature (those 
Lamiae!). Even Hermione 
Granger from Harry Pot-
ter said something about 
it (I don’t remember what 
she said because her shaky 
voice was so cute and dis-
tracting). Since she is asso-
ciated with Daniel Radcliffe 
(a man), all 18- to 22-year-
olds across the U.S. will in-
evitably face the temptation 
to join this ludicrous cult.
Since no real man would 
ever even conceive of being 
a feminist, the only potential 
demographic feminism could 
in uence here is the popula-
tion of women at Taylor. And 
it’s probably best to err on the 
side of caution rather than 
mercy. 
 So, I have come up with 
a proposal, a mere modest 
proposal, to stop this pan-
demic from ever reaching 
our campus: make Taylor 
an all-male school. For, if 
there are no females on this 
campus, then it would be 
impossible for any feminists 
to be here. The SheForHe 
movement believes gender 
uniformity is better than 
gender equality and propos-
es that each female on cam-
pus should be swapped out 
for a male equivalent (hence 
SheForHe, substituting a 
“She” for a “He”). 
I think a  tting name for 
the new school would be 
Upland All-Male Bible Col-
lege, and our school mission 
statement could be 1 Timo-
thy 2:13. In this utopian uni-
versity, students could walk 
into any dorm at any time 
and without worry of violat-
ing open house hours.  
I know current students 
wish Taylor would extend 
the open house times, and 
this would satisfy said de-
sire because we would have 
unrestricted access to ev-
ery wing. 
Also, we could finally re-
move majors and disciplines 
useless to men (such as En-
glish and Education) and 
add in majors to help men 
become better trained in the 
arts of Men (such as Pastoral 
Ministries and Chauvinistic 
Masculinism). 
 You may ask why I deal 
so harshly with this issue. 
First of all, I do so because 
feminism is inherently de-
structive. Each and every 
feminist who has ever ex-
isted, every feminist who is 
currently existing and every 
feminist who will someday 
exist believes men are ir-
reconcilably evil. They all 
want to overthrow the male 
regime. This mentality de-
stroys societies.
 We cannot, under any cir-
cumstance, allow anyone 
to have a mentality which 
falsely generalizes an entire 
sex like feminists do. There-
fore, all women are a danger 
to the male society, and they 
must be removed. 
 (Another example may 
be helpful here. I am not a 
feminist for the same rea-
son that I am not a Chris-
tian: just as all feminists are 
man-haters, so all Christians 
a r e  W e s t b o r o - B a p -
tist-fire-preaching bigots. 
I simply cannot be associ-
ated with such a hate- lled 
community.) 
 Plus, the removal of all fe-
males has other bene ts too. 
The men of this campus have 
more important issues to deal 
with than those that come 
along with having female 
peers. We are getting our de-
grees, and we are working to-
ward our professional future. 
We simply do not have 
time to be lured into lust-
ful snares by women in yoga 
pants. Just today, I saw a 
woman wearing that Circean 
cloth and, being mesmer-
ized, had no choice but to 
ask her out on a date. At this 
point in our lives, women are 
nothing more than a threat 
to our purity.
 I will never ever stand 
for any ideology that deals 
entirely in over-general-
ized and extreme language. 
That’s what all feminists do, 
and that’s why Taylor should 
become Upland All-Male Bi-
ble College. 
Smell my feet
Despite older age, 
Taylor students 
should trick or treat
Adam Kelly
Opinions Editor
Trick or treat, smell my feet; 
give me something good 
to eat.
Kids love Halloween. They 
get to dress in costumes, walk 
door to door asking for free 
candy and devour their stash 
over the next few days in cel-
ebration of their hard work.
As a kid, Halloween was 
one of my favorite holi-
days. Due to my obsession 
with Harry Potter, I believe I 
dressed up as him for three 
straight years, which includ-
ed a Hogwarts robe, Harry’s 
famous glasses and a plas-
tic wand.
But as I got older, I slowly 
came to dislike dressing up 
and saying “trick or treat” 
at tons of houses for candy. 
Truth be told, it was probably 
because as a middle school 
guy, it became lame to go 
trick or treating.
Despite my hunger for can-
dy, I stopped going. I had to 
buy my own candy. It was a 
sad time in my life.
But it is time to change. It is 
time for us as older students 
to take a stand and dive back 
into trick or treating. There 
are costume parties at work-
places and homes. Why not 
just wear those costumes and 
head door to door?
People shouldn’t be judged 
for wanting to have fun and 
gain free candy in the pro-
cess. Adult Halloween cos-
tumes are everywhere. They 
shouldn’t just be for parties. 
Parents sometimes dress 
up with their children and 
should be allowed to ask for 
candy, too.
Houses have candy to give 
to trick or treaters, but why 
should it only be for young 
children? College students 
like to have fun and many of 
us don’t have the money to 
buy our own candy each year. 
All of us should grab Hallow-
een costumes and head out 
tonight around Upland and 
other nearby towns..
It isn’t about being some-
one else in a costume but 
having a time with friends 
to enjoy Halloween as it is 
meant to be: trick or treat-
ing until bags over ow, then 
proceeding to munch on as 
much candy as our stomachs 
can handle.
I’m not saying skip the 
dance, but you could think 
about it if a trick or treating 
time con icts. You would get 
a lot more candy that way and 
do something most of us have 
not done in years.
Don’t worry about people 
wondering what we are do-
ing. We have good intentions 
and just want to enjoy some 
chocolatey goodness or sa-
vory treats. Put on that cos-
tume, grab a bag or two and 
pile into a car with friends. It’s 
time to release that young-
at-heart kid inside and make 
memories we will remember 
for years.
Trick or treat, smell my 
feet; give me something good 
to eat.
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Eat candy to your heart’s content today.
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Bethel took advantage of any kill opportunity it 
could find, until Taylor woke up from its slumber 
and found its rhythm. Once the girls in purple and 
gold picked up speed, nothing could stop them.











(Crossroads League quarterfinal) 1:00 P.M.
Women’s Soccer
Schedule
11/1 Marian (A) 
(Crossroads League quarterfinal) 1:00 P.M.
Women’s Basketball
Schedule 
11/1 Indiana University East 4:00 P.M.
Men’s Basketball
Schedule
11/7 Missouri Valley College (A) 
5:00 P.M.




11/1 Mount Vernon Nazarene (A) 6:00 P.M.
11/5 Indiana University Kokomo (A) 7:00 P.M.
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Pump up song “Steal my Girl” by One Direction
Funniest teammate Danny Cawley
Favourite soccer memory Scoring twice in a 4-1 win over Spring Arbor
Key stat 7 goals in freshman season. 1x Crossroads League Offensive Player of the Week
Photography by Josh Adams
Berends nearly breaks 




Both men and women’s cross country 
teams performed well in Saturday’s 
Great Lakes Invite in Lansing, Mich. 
The No. 17 men’s team placed sixth 
in a crowded 35-team race. Taylor’s 
squad ran admirably in the compe-
tition, finishing behind four teams 
ranked in the NAIA’s top 11.
“The men’s team competed well 
against many of the top programs 
in the NAIA,” said head coach Lance 
Vanderberg. “We still have room to 
improve, and we will look forward 
to taking the next step at our league 
meet in two weeks.”
Sophomore Matt Hall paced the 
Trojans with a seventh place 25:51 
race time. Freshman Stephen Cho 
followed up Hall’s performance, fin-
ishing with a time of 26:38 that was 
good for 32nd. Seniors Ethan Evans 
and Zach Warner placed 45th and 
48th respectively to round out Tay-
lor’s top-50 competitors. 
Taylor posted a total team time 
of 133:41 along with 193 points at the 
meet. The score bested No. 19 Indi-
ana Tech, No. 20 Goshen and No. 22 
Shawnee State.
“As we continue to get healthy, we 
know that our team time and plac-
ings at meets will be even stronger,” 
Vanderberg said.
Taylor’s No. 4 women’s team finished 
fourth out of 35 teams in the Great 
Lakes invite with a 95:48 total time 
and 136 points. The Trojans finished 
with one of the best combined times 
but finished fourth in total points.
Freshman Alex Berends ran spec-
tacularly, finishing in 17:56. The time 
is just seven seconds shy of the Tay-
lor women’s XC record, set by NAIA 
All-American Lolly York in 2006. Ber-
ends’ winning time was 10 seconds in 
front of the second-place finisher and 
38 seconds in front of third.
“Back in August, our team set three 
goals for the season: placing in the top 
four at nationals, cultivating a strong 
sisterhood and running for an audience 
of one, meaning God,” said Berends. 
“We are constantly trying to improve in 
each of these arenas. Athletics are just 
a fraction of what we’re about.”
Senior Elaine Schmeltz claimed 
Taylor’s second-fastest time with a 
19:17 mark and a 26th-place finish. 
Sophomore Hannah Schroder (35th), 
senior Jenna Norris (36th), senior Alli-
son Steinbeck (38th) and junior Anis-
sa Richards (39th) rounded out the 
top-40 competitors for the Trojans.
“Our goal was to win this meet and 
get more experience for the rest of 
the season,” said head coach Quinn 
White. “When we started to struggle, 
we never got it back. Our biggest ob-
stacle was ourselves. The final out-
come was not what we expected.
Both Taylor teams now look toward 
look toward the Crossroads League 
Championship, hosted by Taylor Uni-
versity on Nov. 8. The women will 
kick off the event at 10:30 a.m. fol-
lowed by the men’s race at 11:30. 
Trojans sail past Pilots
Close’s 17 kills propel 




The Taylor volleyball team took down 
Bethel College Wednesday night in a 
3-1 win at Odle Arena. 
The Trojans’ high-octane attack 
featured senior Jackie Close who 
accounted for a game-high 17 kills. 
Close’s hot hand fired shot after shot 
at the Bethel defense, forcing the Pi-
lots to steer its ship clear of what Tay-
lor claimed theirs: victory. 
“Julia [Willey] was a big factor,” 
Close said. “She had really awesome 
court sense and gave me great sit-
uations with their blockers to help 
provide the opportunity for me to 
terminate the ball.”
Taylor got off to a low start begin-
ning the first set. The Bethel Pilots 
came out guns blazing with a com-
manding 12-4 lead. Bethel took advan-
tage of any kill opportunity it could 
find, until Taylor woke up from its 
slumber and found its rhythm. Once 
the energy in Odle picked up from the 
girls in purple and gold, there was not 
much that could keep it from flowing.
“Energy was one of our main focuses 
coming into last night’s match,” head 
coach Holly Motheral said. “I thought 
that our leaders and our bench did a 
great job maintaining our energy lev-
el and this was a big part as to why we 
were able to beat Bethel.  I think that 
our hitters stepped up and performed 
really well, Jackie Close led us in kills 
and this was her first match back af-
ter an ankle injury.  When our hitters 
are on, we are tough to beat.”
The wealth was spread among Tay-
lor’s hitters evenly all night. The Tro-
jans had three other hitters outside of 
Close in double digit kills with sopho-
more Kelly Arnold and freshman Ra-
chel Bouma garnering 11 each, while 
sophomore Jessi Arbuckle knocked 
down ten of her own. With so many 
hitters on their game, Taylor accumu-
lated a .207 hitting percentage. Such 
a high percentage made life easy for 
junior setter Julia Willey who dished 
out a whopping 46 assists.
“Tonight was a fun night and I was so 
proud of our hitters,” Willey said. “They 
were smart, aggressive and showed a lot 
of fight which makes setting a lot more 
fun. I think we did a great job of mix-
ing up our shots and our routes which 
helped us be successful against Bethel.”
But it wasn’t only the hitters who 
showcased their talent, as the Taylor 
defense was locked in all night long. 
Bethel showed spurts of life by kill-
ing the ball down the line on occa-
sion, but Taylor dug out the majority 
of its shots. Junior Julia Willey and 
senior Kelsey Arvin combined for 55 
digs. When the Pilots set up for a kill, 
the Trojans set up for combat.
“Our team’s defense is definitely a ma-
jor strength of our game,” Arvin said. 
“Our relentless pursuit and mental fo-
cus on defense tonight enabled us to 
win some long rallies that really shifted 
the game’s momentum to our direction.”
Taylor has two Crossroads League 
games left on its schedule. As the reg-
ular season dies down, the Trojans 
look to finish strong and head into 
the Crossroads League tournament 
with a team-centered swagger. 
“We must continue to have JOY on 
the court and find ways to serve team-
mates,” coach Motheral said. “When 
we are joyful, have fun, and are self-
less we are the most successful.”
Taylor (22-9, 12-4 CL) hits the road 
to face Mount Vernon Nazarene on 
Saturday at 6 P.M. in its final Cross-
roads League matchup of the reg-
ular season.
Cross Country excels at 
Great Lakes Invite
“When our 
hitters are on, 
we are tough 
to beat.”
The Trojans started slow but picked up the pace to grab a win 
The men’s team finished behind four of the top teams in the NAIA.
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